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Find Your Spirit With Urban Poling – Healthy Living & Diabetes Intervention  
By: Dr. Agnes Coutinho, PhD Endocrinology & Canadian Kinesiologist, & Nadia Galetto 
 
At Urban Poling, we are kicking off the New Year with some exciting announcements! 
First, together with NADA, we are thrilled to announce the winner of our Spirit Pole 
Design contest: Jordan Stranger of Peguis Nation, Manitoba. Congratulations Jordan! 
The contest invited Aboriginal Youth from across Canada to submit original artwork for a 
chance to see their design featured on a special edition set of Urban poles. Jordan, who 
is 24 years old, is an extremely talented young man who created the “Elk design” 
displayed on our special edition of Spirit Poles. Jordan describes his majestic Elk image 
as “symbolizing the strength and beauty of nature with the Elk spirit to guide you 
through life.” We know this is only the beginning for Jordan and we can’t wait to see 
where his artistic talents take him in the future! 
 
Urban Poling is honoured to be partnering with NADA to promote the Urban Poling 
Diabetes Program. Also, we are proud to share that 2% of all Spirit Pole sales will benefit 
NADA, with an additional 1% of Spirit Pole sales benefiting the Canadian Diabetes 
Association. You can learn more about our diabetes program through the NADA website 
at www.nada.ca, or please feel free to contact Urban Poling at 1‐800‐499‐7999 or visit 
us at www.urbanpoling.com. 
 
We are thrilled that many Aboriginal communities are taking an interest and 
participating in our diabetes program. Our newly designed Diabetes Packages, which are 
aimed at helping manage and prevent Type 2 diabetes, but will also help manage blood 
glucose in those with Type 1 or gestational diabetes, are be‐ coming very popular. Many 
individuals within Aboriginal communities have completed the Urban Poling full 
certification program, so they can now run the Urban Poling program through local 
community centers. In addition, Urban Poling is pleased to support communities with 
wholesale shopping up to 45% off. 
 
We are always happy to hear from communities which together with Urban Poling 
support healthy living. Recently, we heard from Sarah Odjig, who is the diabetes 
wellness worker and community health representative for the Wikwemikong Health 
Centre, which serves the community of the Wikwemikong Unceded Indian Reserve on 
Manitoulin Island in Ontario. The center has ten staff members who are certified to 
teach Urban Poling, which Odjig believes is an “exciting and exhilarating way to 
exercise.” She acknowledges, “Walking is a great way to exercise, but doing it can 
sometimes get monotonous, so Urban Poling is here at the right time.” Plus, Odjig is 
aware of the draw of Urban Poling’s added health and fit‐ ness benefits, as she notes, 
“knowing that it burns more calories and uses the upper body means that it should 
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definitely be a hit.” 
Also, we would like to introduce one woman who is enjoying the benefits of Urban 
Poling: Kim, a massage therapist in her early 30’s who currently lives on a reserve on 
Vancouver Island. Kim has lost a lot of weight through lifestyle changes, such as regular 
urban poling and a focus on proper diet and nutrition. In fact, Kim loved the activity of 
urban poling so much that she is now a certified instructor who is excited to be teaching 
urban poling in her community! We invite you to follow Kim’s progress with us as she 
continues to lose weight and shares with us the ways she is helping to make a difference 
in her community. 
 

Urban Poling is committed to supporting healthy lifestyles through an activity that can 
be enjoyed by those of all ages. Urban poling can even be a suitable activity for those 
living with or recovering from certain health conditions, such as those recovering from a 
cardiac event or those living with Arthritis or Parkinson’s (please check with you doctor 
to see how this activity can benefit you). An additional benefit of urban poling is that it 
encourages participants to spend time outdoors enjoying nature, either alone for some 
peaceful reflection or with friends to encourage a sense of community. 
 
Urban Poling is thrilled to be working with NADA to support healthy lifestyles and 
diabetes prevention and management in Aboriginal communities. We hope you will join 
us! 


